The ability of perspective taking is a fundamental aspect of social cognition. The ability to decide, what another person can or cannot see is referred to as ''level 1 perspective taking.'' This is thought to be a process that we can make use of intentionally, but which also takes place spontaneously. Autism is characterized by impairments of social interaction, which are thought to be related to deficits in implicit rather than explicit perspective taking. In order to assess both levels of processing with regard to perspective taking, we employed an established task in patients and controls. Our results demonstrate that both groups engage in spontaneous level 1 perspective taking. In contrast to controls, however, patients reacted more slowly if they had to verify the other's as compared to their own perspective, which shows that participants with high-functioning autism have selective difficulties in explicit, but not implicit, level 1 perspective taking. These findings demonstrate that while spontaneous level 1 perspective taking appears to be intact in autism, this ability is impaired in patients when used explicitly.
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Introduction
To be able to put oneself in the spatial position of another person is assumed to play a crucial role in many other higher-level processes involved in social cognition. We take perspectives all the time, and we do so both consciously and unconsciously, both intentionally and spontaneously. Children acquire their first perspective taking skills at the age of seven months (Kovács, Téglás, & Endress, 2010) ; even non-human primates, to some degree, have an understanding of other perspectives (Hare, Call, & Tomasello, 2001) . If a person has problems with perspective taking tasks, the inability to take the perspective of someone else is often due to ''natural egocentrism '' (Piaget & Inhelder, 1956 ) and an inability to ''decenter'' or, in other words, to perform a perspective shift from the first person perspective to a third person perspective. Usually, however, humans cannot ignore others' visuospatial perspectives and even take them spontaneously (Samson, Apperly, Braithwaite, Andrews, & Bodley Scott, 2010) . Persons suffering from autism spectrum disorders (ASD), however, experience disturbances in social interactions (Schilbach et al., 2013) that are associated with deficits in the ability to access others' mental states and in spatial perspective taking (Frith, 1996) . In this paper we study http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2014.02.003 0010-0277/Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
